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We cheer athletes during matches, but we especially look up to those who have overcome pain and massive
challenges to achieve their goals. Athletes at the 7th CISM Military World Games (7th CWG) demonstrated
respectful sportsmanship. They serve as role models to inspire us.Sports as inspiration

After adding
another gold to her
impressive haul by
winning the
women's 57kg judo
event at the 7th
CWG on Oct. 19,
Olympian Rafaela
Silva (BRA) said she
hopes to inspire the
next generation of
Brazilian sports stars.

Silva captured

the hearts of her
nation at the Rio
2016 Olympic
Games and has six
world championship
medals to her
name. She was the
clear favorite from
the start as she
worked her way
through the
preliminaries before
taking out

Romania's Andreea
Chitu in the final.

Silva began
taking judo lessons
at the age of five at
the Instituto Reacao.
In 2013 at Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, she
became the first
Brazilian woman to
win a judo world
title.

"Once I retire

from competition, I
plan to dedicate my
time fully to working
at the institute with
these kids and
maybe as a coach. I
had a dream and
now I want to help
the children of
Brazil to achieve
their dreams," she
said.
(Xinhua News Agency)

Gold for Silva to inspire youth

Brazilian judoka Rafaela Silva (L) shaking hands with her competitor Photo source: Xinhua News Agency

On Oct. 22, the Dutch
national anthem was played
at the Wuhan Five Rings
Sports Center. Edwin
Vermetten, 46, stood
upright on the podium,
saluting solemnly. No one
knew the hard work he had
done to be able to stand
and walk.

Vermetten won the
gold medal in the disabled
men's 100m IT4 final on
Oct. 22. As the only
contestant, he competed
against time and himself.
After the award ceremony,
he said with a regretful
tone, "I had hoped to
compete with more athletes."

Currently, he is serving
in the Royal Netherlands

Air Force. He almost lost
his life and was physically
disabled in a car crash 18
years ago. Since then, he
spent nine years regaining
mobility. He said it was not
an easy task for him. When
he started to train, he kept
falling but stood firmly
every time, and then he set
a fresh goal for himself to
go further every day.

"Even if you get hurt
or encounter difficulties, you
must be positive and in this
way you can embrace a
promising future." That is
what Vermetten said and
did. On winning the medal,
he said, "It was a miracle
to me."

(By Cai Xinxing & Li Chen)

Against time and himself

Gold medalist Edwin Vermetten

Sailors bring home gold
despite injury
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Saudi Arabia's
men's table tennis
team walked away
from the bronze
medal play-off on
Oct. 21 without a
medal.

The Saudi
squad were very
competitive despite
falling 3-0 to the
Republic of Korea's
team. However,
they left with
something far more
important.

A medal would
have been a bonus;
however, a long-
time national team
member Abdulaziz
Al-Abbad said his
country has a long-
term plan.

They are
building the sport to
the next level in
their country. This
is why this
tournament, against
world class
opposition, is so

important. "You get
better when you
play against better
players," said Al-
Abbad.

"A lot of work
has been done to
improve the game in
Saudi Arabia. We
are focusing on our
juniors and every
time we play outside
our country it is
very helpful to those
players' careers."

For several

years now the
Saudi team has
been travelling the
globe, seeking
tournaments. "We
try to get to as
many outside
tournaments as
possible. The
Military Games is a
great experience for
the players.
Sometimes the
experience is better
than a medal."
(Xinhua News Agency)

Sometimes it's not about the medal

Coaching future generations Beyond sports lies diverse lives

In the mixed
470 class race

of sailing in 7th CWG, Ana
Barbachan and Geison
Dzioubanov of Brazil took
gold through good
teamwork and overcame an
incident that led to an eye
injury.

In the second round on
Oct. 20, Brazil's helmsman
Dzioubanov was accidentally

hit by a sailing crossbar due
to a minor operational
error. "As the helmsman, I
couldn't see the directions
since my sight was blurred.
My partner Ana immediately
guided me, giving me
directions. My partner and I
have been working together
for five years and we know
each other well. Injuries are
quite common during the

match, and what we should
do is to concentrate on the
competition," Dzioubanov
said.

"This is a high-level
competition. Many world
champions are gathering
here. I am proud that we
can win gold medals on
behalf of the country,"
added Dzioubanov.

（By Jin Xiaohui & Li Yi）

For most fencers, training
is restricted to the gym and
the piste. But Russian sabre
maestro Iana Egorian does
not stop working on her craft
even when she is standing by
the stove.

"I am a very diverse
young woman. I do a lot of
things outside of sport," said
Egorian, who won gold in the

women's individual sabre at
the 7th CWG on Oct. 20.

"In my case, everything
that I do helps me.
Everything gives me strength,
including dance. I also sing
and cook."

The double 2016
Olympic Games champion is
an avid cook and painter.
She also works as a fashion

model, and dances and sings
on camera. As in all the
other competitions, the 25-
year-old put on headphones
between her bouts to draw
inspiration from music.

Egorian tapped into her
various talents as she fenced
her way to gold at the 7th
CWG.

(Xinhua News Agency)

Fencer dances, cooks and sings
her way to stardom

Iana Egorian (L) and Qian Jiarui (R) Photo source: Xinhua News Agency

In the women's high jump
final on Oct. 23, Egyptian
athlete Hagras Hoda failed to
perform well due to injuries.
However, the 24-year-old girl
had previously set a national
record in the heptathlon
in Egypt.

She started practicing track

& field at the age of seven.
She did not have a coach and
her parents did not support her.
She left home and lived alone.
It was not until after her father
watched her compete when she
was 22 that he understood her
persistence.

(By Guo Lixia & Li Chen）

The men's 200m
preliminary round in track &
field kicked off on Oct. 23.

Athlete Tristan Baldini
works for the royal family in
Monaco as the prince's guard.
He could only squeeze in so

much time to practice due to
his full-time obligations.

He felt proud for making it
to the second round in the
Games and competing with
professional athletes.

(By Cai Xinxing & Li Chen）

Solo journey to national record

Guard practices after work for 7th CWG

Hagras Hoda
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